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Queens Arms Hotel, Sun Mar 6
A packed house set the scene for this great afternoon of jazz. Melinda Dowd and
Louise Messenger are Adelaide’s own Sophisticated Ladies Of Jazz. Combine these
two amazing vocalists with their band of mighty fine musicians and we were in for a
fabulous afternoon. Louise Messenger’s jazz voice was just beautiful, strong and
powerful, Louise even writing the lyrics to the amazing Chet Baker trumpet piece; she
just blew the audience away. Melinda Dowd’s beautiful and versatile voice captured
and softened the sophisticated ladies of jazz. Beautiful women sing the jazz
standards of a bygone era, owning the songs making them their own.

These talented musicians included Dave McEvoy on piano (fast and furious fingers)
Ben Riley on drums, Sam Riley on double bass and Peter Raidel blew us away on the
saxophone. If you love jazz you will love this show.

Final word: Hot
Edel Perth & Kathryn Barclay

Sophisticated Ladies Of Jazz continues at Queens Arms Hotel until
Fri Mar 11.
 

 

Rachel Cearns Live At The Promethean
The Promethean, Sun Mar 6
After a delayed start we were treated to a short set by impressive singer songwriter
Dusty Lee on guitar. An intermission, then Dusty returned on keyboards as part of an
exceptional band – Steve Salvi (guitar), Jamie Jones (drums), Andrew Johns (bass)
and Tom Boehm (violin) – providing support for the songs of Rachel Cearns.

Looking resplendent in a long red dress, Rachel was clearly excited to be presenting
these songs with a band, prior to going into the studio with them to record her first
CD. Playing acoustic guitar and piano, Rachel’s lovely warm voice took us on a
journey that included early songs such as Death Of A Snowman and Winter Trees
through to recent songs including No Secrets. Once again The Promethean proved to
be an ideal place to hear these beautiful songs in intimate mode and the audience
enjoyed every moment. I can’t wait to hear the CD.

Final Word: One-to-watch
Adrian Miller

 

 

Mind Traveller
The Worldsend Hotel - Upstairs, Thu Feb 24
What do a play that compares itself to The Mighty Boosh and Inception, and a band
who calls itself “a cross between Radiohead and Nirvana” have in common? Both
have delusions of grandeur and are destined for disappointment, as the petite
audience of Mind Traveller discovered. It all  sounds promising on paper: man who
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works in box factory inherits a sci-fi contraption that allows him to jump into other’s
bodies and change their thoughts. Cue revenge on dickhead boss, wooing of a lady
crush and general mischief-making. Sadly, despite a concerted effort and noticeable
energy given by the cast, all  four characters are as two-dimensional as their precious
boxes - and about as likeable. Mind Traveller feels too serious in some parts, while
jokes fall flat in others. If only I had my own mind travelling device, I could’ve
convinced these guys to invest in a better show premise. 
Final word: Underwhelming
Jacquie Lee

 

 

Sexytime!
Adelaide Town Hall, Sat Feb 26
Halfway through Tessa Waters’ latest offering Sexytime!, I thought I was going to be
sick. Two glasses of savy blanc, combined with 30 minutes of non-stop laughter, left
my head feeling lighter than a helium balloon (which, incidentally, will be extinct in 40
years when all the Earth’s helium is used up). Relief was far from sight; from the
curious opening flourishes of the Adam and Eve interpretive dance, to the
smouldering gazes of the closing ‘morning after’ scenario, Tessa Waters (as Woman)
and Kai Smythe (as Man) owned the petite Town Hall stage. Everyone is sure to find
some echo of their own ‘sexytimes’ in this extremely physical comedy, whether it be
the jaunty goodbye scene following a one-night stand or the hip-bumping mating
dance to Mr President’s Coco Jambo that preceeded it. My advice? Go easy on the
pre-drinks; and don’t sit in the front row if men fondling their belly buttons turns you
off.

Final word: Salacious
Jacquie Lee 
Sexytime! plays at the Adelaide Town Hall until 12 March
 

 
Mike Klimczak – Creepy Guy
Gelatissimo – The Upstairs Lounge, Thu Mar 3
Mike Klimczak isn’t exactly joking when he says he’s creepy. Especially if you’re a
young woman perched solo in the front row, practically in Klimczak’s lap (whoever set
up the Gelatissimo lounge sure does lack spacial awareness) after arriving late.
Looking like the love child of Peter Jackson and an Ewok, Klimczak happily ambles
through your usual stand-up fare in his first solo show, throwing in some personal
anecdotes of creepiness for good measure. The audience especially loves it when
Klimczak gets dirty, making up for what seems to be a too-soon pun about last year’s
Kapunda murders. But it is once he pulls out the big multimedia guns that the show




